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Extended Abstract 

 
Dispersive Kerr resonators driven by coherent laser fields have attracted significant attention over the past ten years. On the 

one hand, resonators constructed from standard single-mode optical fibers have allowed for the realization of high-

performance all-optical buffers [1], [2], and offered unprecedented observational insight into fundamental nonlinear cavity 

physics [3]. On the other hand, monolithic microresonators have been demonstrated to allow for the generation of unique 

optical frequency combs [4], whose many potential applications range from telecommunications [5] to spectroscopy [6].  

 

Despite their differences in physical size, macroscopic optical fiber resonators and monolithic microresonators display 

strikingly similar nonlinear optical dynamics. In particular, both systems can support localized temporal structures known as 

temporal cavity solitons (TCSs). These are pulses of light that can persist indefinitely inside the resonator, without changes in 

their shape or energy. They play a key role in applications of dispersive Kerr cavities, underpinning both all-optical buffers 

[1], [2] as well as coherent microresonator frequency combs[7], [8]. 

 

Stable TCSs only manifest themselves over a limited range of pump-cavity parameters. Outside this range, complex 

instabilities may arise, particularly in the regime where the cavity driving is strong [9]. Furthermore, a recent theoretical study 

has alluded to an entirely new regime of Kerr cavity dynamics in the regime where the driving is so strong that the Kerr 

nonlinear phase shifts cause adjacent cavity resonance to partially overlap [10].  

 

In this presentation, we give an overview of the dynamics of strongly-driven passive Kerr resonators, focusing on complex 

instabilities and new dynamical regimes that only manifest themselves for sufficiently high driving strengths. In addition to 

discussing the dynamics through theoretical analyses and numerical simulations, we will summarize results from our recent 

experimental investigations that confirm a string of theoretical predictions [11], [12]. 
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